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CHAPTER TWENTY 

Smell as Communication 

ESTHER-MARIA GUGGENMOS 

INTRODUCTION: IMAGINING THE WORLD OF SMELL 

IN CHINESE BUDDHIST BIOGRAPHIES 

This contribution attempts to highlight how a religious aesthetic approach can generate 
significant new insights into well-researched textual material. lt does so by looking 
at Chinese Buddhist biographies from the perspective of how the world of smell is 
communicated. 

There is a lang history of academically established ways to approach biographies. We 
identify places, people, and historical events. We seek patterns that shape biographies and 
ask for the history of the textual genre. We apply methods of textual analysis that 
concentrate on distilling the plot and reconstruct the narration and its agents. In the 
following discussion, we will go beyond these forms of interpretation and exemplify the 
new approach through an in-depth look at the role of olfaction (smell) in the Biographies 
of Thaumaturge Monks (Shenseng zhuan 141{'/!\11', T. 2064, in the following SSZ). This 
textual corpus was assembled in 1417 CE by the third emperor of the Ming dynasty, Zhu 
Di, the Yongle Emperor, and collects material from standard biographical corpora like the 
Biographies of Eminent Monks (Gaoseng zhuan iWJ{'/rt1') as weil as from secular records or 
popular collections of miracle tales. The aim of the compilation is to distil the convincing 
aspects and strength of Buddhist belief. 

From fragrance to stink, smells cover a broad range within these biographies. Through 
our inductive approach, we see odors as shaping the meaning of social interaction. By 
concentrating on smell, we adopt an aesthetics of religion approach to this corpus, 
intending to shed light on how religion is mediated through the senses: the interest in 
sensual perception and communication is what unites our approaches in the field of 
religious aesthetics. 

I will introduce the material by selecting a biography from the corpus and illustrating 
established ways of explaining and contextualizing it. I will then screen through the 208 
biographies of this corpus, bearing in mind the question of how smell occurs in and forms 
part of the communication process. The results reveal two modes of action in which 
olfaction plays a role: we find in the corpus, on the one hand, odors that are intentionally 
induced and, on the other, spontaneously occurring. Both of these modes carry a specific 
message and it becomes obvious that deciphering the communication happening in 
the narrations requires decoding the cultural context and the meaning of the social 
practices established within it. Through the analysis, we therefore gain an understanding 
of the world of smell and its links to the cultural context. I will conclude with an outlook 
on areas of knowledge that touch upon and include aspects of the olfactory codes 
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occurring in the biographies, such as transformation processes across Asia and along the 
Silk Road. 

STUDYING SMELL IN BIOGRAPHIES 

Biographical collections are an important genre of Chinese historiography that has been 
weil established over centuries, from the first dynastic history around 100 BCE onward. 
Biographies strive for authenticity in collating various sources, like eulogies, memorials, 
and family records. They attempt to illustrate historical development by expressing moral 
aspects that contribute to the rise or fall of a dynasty, a family, or other parts of society 
(principle of praise and admonition, baobian rillt). By imperial order, Chinese Buddhist 
biographies were compiled to demonstrate the power of Buddhism and emulate the 
recognized, mostly Confucian, stereotypes of intellectual qualities, moral behavior, and 
life conduct. 1 In the Indian context, Buddhist biographical writing took the form of 
narrations about previous lives of the historical Buddha, jätakas, while in the Tibetan 
context, we know about biographies written in the mode of imitating the Buddha's life, 
experiencing ascetic hardship and forms of awakening. In contrast, Chinese Buddhist 
biographies follow established Chinese patterns, start with the name, geographical 
ancestry, and family of the monk (or less often the nun), and possibly his/her unusual 
career as a child prodigy according to Confucian ideals. They might also draw a counter
image of somebody with arcane knowledge but socially inept behavior. Episodes from his 
or her life will follow. Also, Buddhist biographies tend to end by mentioning the person's 
death, including the circumstances, age, place, and possibly an account of posthumous 
fame as weil as preserving variations of the episodes told. A Chinese Buddhist biography 
is therefore a text that is dense with information and compiled from different textual 
genres, linked by the compiler. At times, the procedure of combining the material is 
reflected in an uneven reading experience. 

Such material remains unintelligible without proper explanation and it is the merit of 
outstanding and extensive translations that we are able to gain a deeper understanding of 
these works within a short time today. 2 Decoding the locations, times, and setting of the 
episodes as weil as the historical relevance of the narrations is a time-consuming task 
through which the historical situation is elucidated. In the field of (mainly Western) 
literary studies, biographical writing has been analyzed on the broad basis of narratological 
and other textual studies, but less so with regard to Chinese material. John Kieschnick 
was among the first to reflect on the Biographies of Eminent Monks by identifying different 
types of biographies, such as those of the ascetic, the scholar, or the thaumaturge 
(Kieschnick 1997). Recently, textual analysis was applied to the SSZ to identify semantic 
patterns that shape the narrations and show how far these are constructed in order to 
generate trust and belief in Buddhism (Guggenmos 2019). 

W hile these established ways of looking at biographies reveal rich information that 
significantly contributes to our understanding of historical developments, the field of 
religious aesthetics offers fresh insights into an otherwise well-researched genre. Religious 
aesthetics provides a multitude of ways by which we could approach the SSZ. In the 
following, we will focus on olfaction. This does not imply that we deny that the world 
of odors orchestrates situations together with other sensual occurrences that can be 
much more dominant. Textual, visual, and auditory moments shape situations and 
are also, on an academic level, reflected more intensively. By venturing into the realm 
between fragrance and stink, we concentrate on a sensory world that, in East Asia 
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and Europe alike, often remained and even to date remains unconscious and unreflected 
but is strongly bound to emotion and long-term memory.3 In many cases, we are missing 

a distinct vocabulary to refer to and differentiate between odors and the interaction and 
communication that take place on the basis of the occurrence of smell. 

Olfaction has been and continues to be researched in a variety of fields. The Nobel 

Prize for Medicine was awarded in 2004 to Richard Axel and Linda Buck for clarifying 

the mechanisms that control the way in which odors are perceived at the molecular and 
cellular levels and, since then, we have known that it is not only the nose but also other 
organs of the human body that can perceive smell. In 2010, the cell physiologist Hanns 

Hatt from Bochum received the Robert Pfleger Foundation prize for identifying the smell 

of egg cells that attracts sperm. Hatt dedicated his whole academic life to deciphering the 

cognitive and emotional connections of certain smells in their biological context. 

Neuroscientists, psychologists, and linguists have explored the relationship between 

olfaction and cognition (e.g., Rouby et al. 2002). Aroma research is a field closely 

connected to the food industry. At our university in Erlangen, in 2018, after years of 

intense research, a Chair for Aroma Research was established. Even in fields like 

architecture, with works on "Invisible Architecture" (Barbara and Perliss 2006), olfaction 

is acquiring fresh relevance. In the humanities, scholars of European history have focused 
on how the world of smell was mediated in the early Christian context (Harvey 2006). 
The medieval imaginatio of spices and the spiee trade was the research focus of Paul 
Freedman and Gary P. Nabhan (Freedman 2008; Nabhan 2014). In anthropology, mainly 

Western-oriented sources have been assembled by David Howes (1991, 2005) and Jim 

Drobnick (2006). The cultural historian Constance Classen established the research field 

of the history of the senses and started out with a joint publication on aromatics (Classen 

et al. 1994) while, regarding India, the cultural history of smell, especially its ancient 
roots, has been analyzed by James McHugh (2012). Chinese sources on fragrance and 

perfume have recently attracted the attention of Sinologists, through tracing individual 
aromatics like ambergris (Borschberg 2003a, b), and especially through the French project 

"Parfume en Chine: Pour une histoire des parfums et des substances aromatiques en 

Chine ... et ailleurs" (Perfume in China: Towards the history of perfume and aromatic 

substances in China ... and elsewhere; recent exhibition: Lefebvre 2018). This systematic 

concentration on religious aesthetics adds to the spectrum of studies a new perspective by 

identifying culturally variant patterns of smell communication. 

SMELL AS COMMUNICATION IN THE BIOGRAPHIES OF 

THAUMATURGE MONKS 

The SSZ is, as mentioned above, mainly a collation of Chinese Buddhist biographical 
material. lt has been the focus of a long-term joint research project by the Buddhologist Li 
Wei and myself (Guggenmos and Li 2019). lts 208 biographies are arranged in nine chapters, 

with a focus on what makes Buddhism an efficacious and powerful religion. Buddhist 

monks are convincingly demonstrating this strength through deeply understanding the 
concrete implications of the law of cause and effect, by having insight into cosmic patterns 

and the patterns of stimulus-response (ganying), and by being able to perform wonders in 

the eyes of the general public (Guggenmos 2019). 
Looking for smell in the SSZ is not the first thing one would normally do when reading 

through the various biographies of monastic thaumaturges. Indeed, one finds simple 

instances of smell: a chair as a present from the emperor made from aromatic aloeswood 
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shows his special favor (1&�1:
r

t "51Z�# o ft;*mlffi�J;f, o ®J1t¾��o; biography of 
Zhixuan �il �, seventh century CE, T. 2064, L: 1007623-24 )-a fact that is also known 
to us through other sources. In another instance, a monk is able to appear in two places 
simultaneously and a certain kind of frankincense is offered (xunlu xiang il ll$.¾, boswellia 
thurifera; biography of Beidu :fVi/t, who is hard to date but famous for crossing water in 
a wooden cup, 96267). Both aloeswood and frankincense were imported via the Silk 
Road (Nabhan 2014). They are applied naturally in the actual Buddhist context. 

The biographical records do not necessarily distinguish between smell and taste, which 
is in line with the common knowledge of experimental research. Food from different 
regions smells nice and tastes pleasant (i,giiff:)3��* o *JJ;ldfJ[o rfü¾�:::f [<l]tf:l:it o, 
biography of Beidu ;j,ffft; 962622-23). Already the ancient Chinese term "wei �,, holds 
the double meaning of "smell-taste." Similarly, the term "xiang ¾" is applied to render 
the Sanskrit "gandha" into Chinese, reflecting a broad range of meaning and commonly 
designating one of the six sense organs, $Cldäyätana, which are messengers of the Buddha 
and able to generate faith and devotion-a connection that is expressed through the use 
of incense and incense burners. 

Naturally, fragrance as an attribute of something or somebody deserving veneration 
and respect occurs in the names of both places (especially temples), and people. In the 
SSZ, we find a "fragrant and majestic chapel" (Xiangyan dian ¾!ili�, biography of 
Yanshou Ji!Jf, tenth century CE, 1011616), the "temple of the fragrant mountain" 
(Xiangshan si ¾1Li#; biography of Song Toutuo �lfflWf::, hard to date but established 
the temple, 97164; and biography of Faxi ��, who died in this temple in the fourth 
century CE, 979cll; also Gu xiangji si "ti"¾ffi#; biography of Sengjia f�{h□, fl. around 
700 CE, 992a20) and monks bearing references to fragrance in their names (biography of 
Xiangduli ¾l\'-1�, 971a9-20). Incense burners (xianglu ¾;l;ll), either held in the hand or 
placed on the ground, together with the fragrance emanating from them, are mentioned 
in relation to the veneration ofBuddhist statues ( �;l;ll¾IID[;J<..!i, biography of Amoghavajra, 
Bukong :::f�, eighth century CE, 1001629). Igniting incense is part of daily veneration 
behavior, combined with kneeling (1>'t¾�llfe:, biography of Zhi[bian?] ��' date 
unknown, 1005613), washing one's hands, and invoking Buddha's name (il1i'111Ff1>'t¾ 
2� f3i:!UJ 3R, biography of Congjian :f>t�, date unknown, 1008cl9). 

Remarkable is the usage of sandalwood for carving Buddhist statues. In one of the early 
biographies, the monk Falan (first century CE) visits China, bringing not only textual material 
but also a painted statue made of sandalwood by a royal master of his craft from the "Western 
regions" (948cl8). The statue is painted and the paintings are exhibited in Luoyang. This 
narration illustrates nicely the hypothesis of McHugh that Chinese Buddhists imported 
sandalwood statues from India (McHugh 2012: x, 203ff.). lt is much later that in the 
Chinese context not only painted copies but also real statues of sandalwood can be found. 

Such an enumeration of the different occurrences of smell-although interesting-does 
not seem to deliver any systematic insights into a culture of smell but is of sporadic character, 
similar to collecting insights into the usage of different substances. The aesthetics of religion 
approach aims to go farther and explore the rote that smell plays in the narrations, seeking 
a language of smell that might be found behind the individual occurrences of odors. 

INDUCED SMELL 

In a review of all of the episodes in which odors feature, a basic distinction can be drawn 
regarding how smell is perceived and operationalized (Table 20.1): On the one hand, 
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TABLE 20.1: Smell as communication in the SSZ 

Induced smell 

fragrance: 
- preparation for a miracle or

for death
- maintain a connection to god

and deceased

- feeling connected to each other

➔ used to enforce sincerity in
special situations

➔ incense as language of humans
for directional communication
with god and the deceased and
for mutual social bonding

Spontaneously occurring smell 

(a) stink (b) fragrance
- dissatisfied mummy - context of death: virtuous

relocation monk 
- sign of illness: - monk changing location:

localized in body and vague message that he left
acting against the and that "things are ok"
power of Buddhism

➔ counter player to
Buddhism

- sign of Buddhist teaching
- sign of purity
➔ sign of the presence of

something esteemed as
Buddhist

➔ language of the dead ➔ language of the dead and the
absent virtuous being 

there are odors that are intentionally produced through burning, which are often found 
within the context of veneration. On the other hand, there are smells that emerge 
spontaneously and convey messages. 

Induced smells occur in the SSZ (a) on the occasion of preparation for an expected 
miracle and for death, (b) to maintain a connection to a god or deceased monk, and (c) to 
promote a sense of connection: 

(a) The monk Sengyi is awaiting a wonder and, in order to prepare properly, he bathes,
bums incense, sits in silence, and starts to wait. The incense is, in this context, part
of a preparatory purification awaiting the reaction by the principle of linggan m'.�
which is connected to the idea that sincerity will cause an effect (15\Jil'#t{ff ft//il�'i'w
'ii:l:, biography of Sengyi {'/#J�, probably fifth or sixth century CE, 966a25). Another
monk is preparing for death: he rises at dawn, bums incense, talks to the assembled
crowd, sits down for meditation with crossed legs, and passes away (lffl W J\.i:p=ß3
= + ;\ B Siäli>tw� xrl1JDWi: mHt, biography of Yan-shou "fil!;, tenth century CE,
1011b19).

(b) As a god bids farewell to yet another monk, he hands him three boxes of incense,
so that he will be able to maintain contact even in his absence (�:ifüü�i/Wio
!ffi�rJ$A+�!!i/Wt{ff=if o ��P,iffi!11Xftl1.!(�füt;o , biography of Tanqiu ff:Wt,
fl. around 400 CE, 955b8-9). lt seems safe to say that, through incense, a directional
communication occurs between the one who ignites the fire and the one who is
addressed by it. This resonates with classical theories of sacrifice, since Marcel Mauss
(Mauss and Hubert 1899). Also, in the realm of venerating the dead, fragrance is
present: following a cremation, the ashes are collected, a white stüpa (originally a
burial mound) is erected, and in spring and autumn the deceased is offered a fire of
fragrance (lt'tt�w.kz:!ll��lffl, biography of Congjian 1Jt�, ninth century,
1008c27). Fragrant substances are not always bumt: the monk Jianzhen �Ä (688-
763), mainly known due to his mission to Japan, is venerated after his death by the
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Japanese king and the aristocrats. They clean his statue with fragrance (Älfil1l!fil1l.3:.:l 
Afä±o B�H�-¾�Z..o, 1000c15-16). 

(c) Two people can feel connected through the offering of incense: the monk Lu Fahe
�l$::f□ and Emperor Yuan of Liang �5tm (508-555) share a karmic connection
through a fragrant fire of incense as the empty seat for the monk is decorated with
burning incense (�::f��1-t*Iiliul&o 1't.m.A::{:flo {§��.3:.{i/!lJifro �::l:::-1.ff¾
;}(l!l�o 974602-4).

SPONTANEOUSLY EMERGING SMELLS 

Regarding spontaneously emerging smells, it is characteristic that, while induced smells 
are pleasant, spontaneous smells can be fragrant but also awkward. After the monk Sengjia 
passed away, his mummified body was placed on an altar until an unpleasant smell began 
to disseminate from it (firm::kJ.(ID(�j:/j�(�filfio, 992c4). This smell was interpreted as 
the dissatisfaction of the monk with the choice of location. As soon as he was transferred 
elsewhere, the mummy began to emit a fragrance. At this new location, a stüpa was 
erected and incense was offered to it (ÄJH�.�,o b��UZ..Fai*¾ff�r.!HW �Jti:J::1i)1 :i!:fil� 
rfüm;!i\=�if o 992c7-8). The corpse is interpreted as the transformation body (huashen

{t:!;t) of Bodhisattva Guanyin, whose language changed into the language of smell as a 
means of communication. 

An unpleasant smell can also be a sign of illness: of the monk Qi Yu �:f)i,Jl (fl. around 
300 CE), it is said that 

he traveled everywhere in China and did not have a fixed dwelling place. An easy 
happiness accompanied him and he could perform miracles. By nature, he looked 
down upon customs and led an unsteady life. [ ... ] In summer, somebody got sick in 
the workshop of the palace and was about to die. Qi Yu placed his begging bowl on the 
belly of the sick man. He covered the whole belly with a white fabric and murmured 
magical formulae of several thousand words. Instantly, an unpleasant smell filled the 
whole room. The sick man said: "I am living [again]." Qi Yu ordered somebody to lift 
the fabric. In the begging bowl were several sheng [about one liter, an old hollow for 
grain] of mud. They smelled so badly that none could draw near. The sick man was 
healed thereafter. (�:f:JJUfo ;k&r_A-tßo m11fiE•rt�ff�Jifro rfü1/f/J{JUf1l*o [ ... ] �jj• 
•*ff-Am•M�o ��-H�mff■-1.o S��MZ..o �a&��o �ff�• 
�--�o m#Bo ftffi�o �♦A-�o mH�ff��mff&flo ·::f�filo m 
ff�IL 950c4-5, 950c25-29) 

The power of Buddhism makes it possible to remove the illness from the body in the form 
of a stinking substance and thus to overcome it. lt enables the monk to control and direct 
bad smells and the corresponding substances. 

Also in another story, a malodorous illness occurs. Through being washed by another 
monk, the skin of Zhihui �ll!j! (around 900 CE) began to give out a scent and emit light 
(ft�fflMS■o ���ft�•o ll!l!�z•&ßo ffiff��-¾o �fiz..o m�ffi�fi 
f.51,:Jij':/Jfü?IJ' �J:\¾ili, biography of Zhihui, 1013a18-21). Fragrance and light are combined 
into a unit repeatedly in the SSZ. 

Returning to the world of pleasant scents, numerous narrations teil about suddenly 
emerging fragrances in the context of death. A fragrant corpse in general hints at a 
spiritually advanced monk who is able to perform wonders: when Fachong is about to 
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die, it is summer, 6ut his corpse neither stinks nor decays. lts fragrance is that of an 
"overripe melon" (rm ßil\�5!::llo ¼:!.!D:li!Jll o , 6iography of Fachong 1tift., sixth century CE, 
979a26). On the occasion of the death of another monk, he knew a6out it in advance and 
died without disease, smiling. His 6ody was sweet-smelling and soft, his facial expression 
happy (*R.1U B JM�W�o ßil\ftt¼lliX:ft�W�·t>lo �i:':ft-:t;J �1tfi�* A��,, 6iography 
of Baozhi 1Ut, 418-514 CE, 971al-3). 

Several times, the SSZ mentions a "special scent" that emerges once a monk leaves his 
6ody: the monk Beidu announces his death, disappears, and leaves 6ehind a "special 
scent" (yixiang �¼, 962a10). He is found dead. Close to his corpse, lotus 61ossoms 
grow, and he smells fresh. After one night, this stops and he is 6uried. 

A pleasant scent can also appear if an outstanding monk is simply changing his location: 
the monk Sengjia placed his clothes on the wooden floor of a 6uilding and left. People 
smelled a "special scent" afterwards (99265). Through that, they knew that the monk had 
left, without knowing where he went. As in the case of the monk who was dissatisfied 
with the location of his corpse, the language of smell expresses a general message, the 
details of which have to 6e figured out 6y the witnesses. 

Just as fragrance can 6e a sign of the presence and virtue of a divine monk, it can also 
6e a sign of the Buddhist teaching or of purification: Tansui ffl:� is secretly explaining 
to his disciple the Buddhist teaching. People passing 6y see two seating platforms for 
ehe master and his pupil and they hear voices. The air is filled with a strange fragrance 
(x!ifl#�¼Z..1flto, 6iography of Tansui, date unknown, 960c3--4). The monk Fuhong 
fW:5l is considered special 6ecause sometimes his 6reast emits golden rays of light. 
A special scent floats up from his palms and his 6ody is sometimes of an a6normally 
!arge size (���;cVi�)lij[lo �¼i!iE�$'.ltJ o �Jl:91'ffi::st�l'f���o Jj¼j}ffi:=RJ�H�/\-t,
6iography of Fuhong, sixth century CE, 975625-27).

CONCLUSION 

Looking at the 6iographies from the perspective of smell reveals fresh insights: the 
text-specific language of smell emerges, which goes 6eyond the enumeration of single 
su6stances. Smells and the production of smells serve specific functions. Incense is 
consciously applied in preparation for an outstanding event in a process that is orchestrated 
with other elements of purification. lt is commonly used in the context of veneration as a 
means of directional communication, 6ut also in order to sustain social 6onds 6y 
representing an a6sent monk. Intentionally induced smells have a positive connotation, 
while spontaneously occurring smells can 6e either pleasant or disgusting. Stink is the 
language of the deceased through which he or she can express dissatisfaction with a certain 
situation. Stink can also 6e the sign of an illness that is materializing in a 6ody as foul
smelling mud. The power of Buddhism causes the local concentration of the illness so that, 
in consequence, it can 6e literally removed. While the things Buddhism overcomes-like 
sickness-stink, everything associated with Buddhism, like a sign of its teaching, its purity, 
or a previously present virtuous monk, even his corpse, are fragrant and here6y signify the 
presence of Buddhism. Additionally, fragrance can 6e a means of communication for a 
deceased virtuous monk. Through this code of smell, the world of Buddhism, as presented 
in the text, is designed as olfactorily distant from average smell realms. This can also 6e 
seen 6eyond the Biographies o(Thaumaturge Monks: to avoid any misleading associations 
Buddhist nuns are not allowed to wear perfume; in the Dharmaguptakavinaya, the 
monastic discipline for nuns in East Asia, it is counted as an offence to adorn oneself with 
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FIGURE 20.1: Donors presenting fruit and incense, Mile iingtu tu �,\'qjrß I:�, Fi\·e Dynasties, 
940 CE (Tianfu wu nian }i:fMn�), painted on silk, 76.5 x 53 cm, EO.1135. Courtesy of bpk 1 

RMN, Grand Palais I Ravaux / Paris, Musee Guirnet, Musee national des arts asiatiqucs. 
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perfume as a nun.4 Assembling all of these ohservations, one might put forward the 
preliminary hyporhesis rhat Buddhism in China constructs a disrinct world of scent and 
codes it in accordance with its intentions. This is an analytical insight that can only be 
gained through a systematic screening of sources and by embedding the occurrence of 
smells in thei r narrative contexts. Enu merati ng si ngle instances of smells can only constiture 
the first step in working with the texts to gain culturally specific sensorial knowledge. 
Sometimes, cognitive insights help us to undersrand better certain connections, but mostly 
the applicable dara are more general-like rhe connection between smell and taste, or 
ber1veen smell and long-rerm memory. In future research it might be tempting to tailor 
concrere cognitive studies ro quesrions emerging from the textual material. 

Let me conclude with a very shorr final ohservarion: working on the Silk Road and its 
arrifacts, especially the art found in rhe region of Dunhuang which flourished as an oasis 
in rhe second half of the first millennium CE, we often discover incense and see incense 
hurners, mosrly as handles in the hands of donors (Figure 20.1 ). Sometimes, a couple is 
donating and, while the hushand is holding the incense, his wife is presenting a p!ate of 
fruit. They cover the aspects of fragrance and freshness one might interpret. When one 
remembers the major translated .13uddhist texts, like the Lotus Sütra, fragrance is also 
abundantly present. What is different is that it is often presented in the form of fresh 
flowers. Flowers are delicate and easily decay, but they combine their fragrance wirh their 
transient freshness and beauty. In the Indian context, wal! paintings rarely show incense 
burners, but include female figures I ike Apsaras presenting flowers (Figure 20.2).5 lt might 

FIGURE 20.2: Apsaras presenting fragrant flowers, rock painting in Sigiriya, Sri Lanka, fifth 
century. © Yves Picq, own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, hnps://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index. 
php?curid=35598090. 

https://commons.wikimedia.Org/w/index
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be that, as a foreign religion, common veneration behavior in Chinese Buddhism 
developed a tendency to be more associated with the dried wood and gum used for 
incense that were imported along with Buddhism from India via the Silk Road, while 
presenting flowers appeared in more specific contexts, such as in Chinese esoteric Buddhist 
practices like flower-offering rituals. At this point, this thought is highly preliminary. As 
such, it is hoped that this will increase the reader's sensitivity to matters of smell and 
inspire further explorations into the realm of olfaction. 
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